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We are now at the time of the year when summer
is officially over and we can now enjoy autumn
with everything that this season brings. Hockey
rinks start to get really busy. I’m still playing some
pickup hockey so I spend lots of time in arenas.
How many of you know that I get a lot of
e-mails from Editor Bill Thompson asking me to
proof issues of Interactions? Actually, Bill sends me
a wide variety of versions of each issue. If I don’t
identify the version in my return e-mail, I will hear
about that from Bill! I’ve learned that important
lesson.
This issue of Interactions has another in a series
of outstanding feature articles about storms. Jennifer Dowker has the answer if you’ve ever wondered how tornadoes form! Sherri Owen provides
the lowdown on an outdoor summer program she
organized on behalf of OSEE. We also have an
article about how Ontario’s Teachers Pension Plan
is involved in water in Chile! Fascinating reading!
Keeping in season, we have an activity involving
bats that is just in time for Halloween, submitted by
Nicole Hamley and Peter Attfield.
Speaking of storms, in London “The Coves” is
a series of meanders of the Thames River that have
broken away from the main river. The water level
of the meander near my home is very low right
now. We’ve had very little rain in London recently.
However, I’ve seen Great Blue Herons and ducks
exploiting the expanded shallows looking for food.
Finally, one of goals of Interactions is to challenge readers with new ideas. To that end, I suggest
that you read the article “Once Before Times Was,
Even Nothing Wasn’t” by Jo Hayward-Haines.
Quite simply, it is one of the most unusual articles
that Interactions has published, and I mean that in
the most positive way.
Bill Thompson is well on his way organizing
OSEE’s 2011 Annual Conference. If you would
like to present a session at this conference either in
english or en français, contact Bill!

Mike Morris is Editorial Chair of Interactions
October 2010
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President’s Message
Sherri Owen

The Thursday before Labour Day weekend, my
cat caught not one, but two red squirrels. I am
aware that one line of thought says cats should be
kept indoors or tied to prevent such deaths. Song
bird populations in particular are suffering in part
because of cat kill. If I choose to get another cat I
may consider that option. Right now, keeping my
cat indoors would be cruel and intolerable for both
of us. My personal attitude is that I like living in
a rodent free house and red squirrels have done
significant damage to my house before the cat
came to live here. I have much the same attitude
about feline hunting as I do about people hunting;
as long as you eat your kill its all part of the natural
food chain.
Two red squirrels was quite unusual. They
are fast and agile and even my natural killer only
gets them occasionally. Upon closer inspection it
became clear that the squirrels were juveniles. With
a small sigh of sadness, I let nature take its course
comforting my self with the thought that there are
no lack of squirrels in the world.
That afternoon a third small squirrel hopped
across the lawn. It was not moving quickly, but
stayed ahead of me as I walked towards it. I encouraged it to hide under a tarp and patted myself
of the back for helping out the small creature.
The next day I met what I presumed to be the
same squirrel on the driveway as I was pulling
my car out. It was not hopping but squirming and
twitching. I got out of the car to move it aside but,
when I picked up that little ball of fur, my heart
melted. Putting the poor thing in a shoe box with
some cat food, I drove to the outdoor education
centre where I work.
Upon opening the box, everybody in the office
fell in love. We put water in a small dish, got a pair
of old pyjama pants from lost & found and cracked
open some sunflower seeds for him. Yes him, after
wiping him clean his sex became clear. What had
started as piece of the wild scenery around my
house had become an individual. A cute, cuddly
utterly adorable individual.
Over the next few hours we found a staff member who had done this before and she bought pet
formula which we fed by syringe. Research on the
Internet revealed that the squirrel was about 6 to
7 weeks old and would need formula for a while,
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but could eat solid food as well. Squirrels can live
independently at 12 weeks. Research also showed
that keeping the squirrel was unwise, unfair to the
animal, and quite illegal. Only certified animal
rehabilitators with a permit may keep a wild animal
for longer than 48 hours. A visit to the vet and
some calls revealed that the nearest rehabilitator
was several hours drive away. I was committed to
being a 24 hour liaison for a group renting our site
for the entire long weekend. “Oh well,” I thought,
“I guess I’ll just have to keep him until the group
leaves, then take him.”
The squirrel seemed to thrive over the course
of the weekend. He was named Squirrely, Earl the
Squirrel and Tedwince by various members of staff.
Despite stern warnings and lectures to respect the
wildness of the animal, everyone was desperate to
cuddle him, carry him and generally smother him
in human affection. Gone was my past indifference
to squirrels as mere scenery or nuisance. I was seriously hooked.
We all took the greatest joy in letting young
children meet the squirrel. They would coo and ah
and pet him so gently. Their eyes lit up in joy and
amazement.
I will tell you now, that this story does not have
a happy ending. After three active and lively days,
Squirrely didn’t wake up on Monday morning. His
breathing was laboured. He had no blink response
when my finger passed close to his eye. Without regaining consciousness he passed away near noon.
Everyone cried. I buried him wrapped in a scrap of
the pajama pants he used as a nest.
While keeping the squirrel, we had many
debates about the value of interfering with wildlife.
Would it have been better to let the squirrel die
in my yard? Even with the cat inside death was
assured; his squirming and twitching were actually seizures brought on by dehydration according
to my web research. The fact that three juvenile
squirrels were found in my yard over two days was
a strong indication that mother was gone. I did
plan on bringing him to the rehabilitator, though
it would have been reluctantly. If I had let nature
take its course, he would have died anyway, but all
those kids would have missed out on a rare upclose and tactile experience with wildlife. Is it wishSee Squirrely, page 28
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Message de la présidente
Sherri Owen

Le jeudi avant le Jour du Travail, mon chat a
attrapé pas un, mais deux écureuils rouges. Je
me rends compte qu'on peut penser que les chats
devraient être gardés à l'intérieur ou attachés afin
d’empêcher de telles mise à mort. Les populations
d'oiseaux chanteurs en particulier souffrent en partie à cause des mises à mort des chats. Si je choisis
d'avoir un autre chat, je vais considérer cette option. En ce moment, garder mon chat à l'intérieur
serait cruel et intolérable pour nous deux. Mon
attitude personnelle est que j'aime vivre dans une
maison sans rongeur et les écureuils rouges ont
fait des dommages importants à ma maison avant
l’arrivée de mon chat. J'ai plus ou moins la même
attitude au sujet de la chasse féline qu’au sujet de
la chasse par des humains; tant que vous mangez
votre prise ça fait partie de la chaîne alimentaire
normale.
Deux écureuils rouges étaient vraiment rares.
Ils sont rapides et agiles et même mon tueur
normal les obtient seulement de temps en temps.
Lors une inspection plus minutieuse on s’est rendu
compte que les écureuils étaient très jeunes. Avec
un brin de tristesse, j’ai laissé faire la nature en
pensant qu'il n'y a aucun manque d'écureuils dans
le monde.
Dans l’après-midi, un troisième petit écureuil a
bondit à travers la pelouse. Il ne se déplaçait pas
rapidement, mais il est resté devant moi pendant
que je marchais vers lui. Je l'ai encouragé à se
cacher sous une bâche de protection et me suis
félicité d’avoir aidé la petite créature.
Le jour suivant, j'ai rencontré ce que j'ai présumé être le même écureuil dans l’entrée quand je
sortais de ma voiture. Il ne bondissait pas mais se
tortillait et se contractait. Je suis sorti de la voiture
pour le pousser mais, quand j'ai pris cette petite
boule de fourrure, mon coeur a fondu. Mettant
la pauvre bête dans une boîte de chaussure avec
de la nourriture pour chats, je suis allée au centre
d'éducation où je travaille.
En ouvrant la boîte, tout le monde au bureau
en est devenu amoureux. Nous avons mis de
l'eau dans un petit plat, obtenu une paire de vieux
pantalon de pyjama de la boîte des objets perdus,
préparés quelques graines de tournesol pour lui.
Oui ,lui, après l’avoir essuyé, son sexe est devenu
clair. Ce qui avait commencé comme le paysage

sauvage autour de ma maison était devenu un individu. Un individu mignon et tout à fait adorable.
Après quelques heures on a trouvé un employé
qui avait déjà fait çà et elle a acheté de la nourriture en poudre pour animaux que nous avons
donnée avec une seringue. Une recherche sur
l'Internet a indiqué que l'écureuil avait environ
6 à 7 semaines et aurait besoin de nourriture en
poudre pendant quelques temps mais pourrait
manger de la nourriture solide aussi. Les écureuils
peuvent vivre indépendamment à 12 semaines.
La recherche a également montré que conserver
l'écureuil était imprudent, injuste pour l'animal et
tout à fait illégal. Seulement les spécialistes certifiés en réhabilitation des animaux qui ont un
permis peuvent garder un animal sauvage pendant
plus de 48 heures. Une visite chez le vétérinaire
et quelques appels ont indiqué que le spécialiste
en réhabilitation le plus proche était à plusieurs
heures de route. J'avais aussi la responsabilité
d’être disponible 24 sur 24 pour un groupe louant
notre emplacement pour la prochaine grande fin
de semaine entière. Oh bien, j'ai pensé, je devrai
tout simplement le garder jusqu'à ce que le groupe
parte, puis l’amènerai.
L'écureuil a semblé bien se porter au cours de
la fin de semaine. Il a été appelé Squirrely, Earl the
Squirrel et Tedwince par divers membres du personnel. En dépit des avertissements sévères et des
conférences pour respecter la nature de l'animal,
chacun était désespéré pour le caresser, le porter
et l'étouffer d'affection humaine. Partie était mon
indifférence face aux écureuils en tant que faisant
partie du paysage ou une nuisance.
Nous avons tous ont pris une plus grande joie
en laissant des jeunes enfants rencontrer l'écureuil.
Ils poussaient des cris de joie et le touchait vraiment doucement. Leurs yeux s’émerveillaient dans
la joie.
Je vous dis maintenant, que cette histoire
n'a pas une fin heureuse. Après trois jours actifs
et animés, Squirrely ne s'est pas réveillé le lundi
matin. Il respirait avec difficulté. Il n'a eu aucun
clignotement quand mon doigt a passé près de son
oeil. Sans regagner conscience il est mort vers midi.
Tout le monde a pleuré. Je l'ai enterré enveloppé
dans le bout du pantalon de pyjama qu'il a utilisé
comme nid.
Voir Squirrely, page 29
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Interruptions
Astrid Steele

Getting to the Root of STEM
There is a new initiative in science teaching these
days. Have you heard of STEM?
It stands for Science, Technology, Engineering and Math. The direction of the STEM thrust
is simple: all four topic areas should be integrated
into teaching and learning at all grade levels in order to strengthen student knowledge and eventual
career choices. There is a strong emphasis not only
on students becoming more proficient in the areas
of science, technology, engineering and math, but
also that their teachers increase their knowledge
and their abilities to appropriately teach those
topics. In addition, there is an emphasis on digital
technologies, creative inquiry and problem solving, with the ultimate goal of attracting students to
STEM related careers and keeping them there.
To meet those expectations, funding sources
are emerging from government and corporations
both in the USA and Canada. In November, 2009,
President Barack Obama launched Educate to
Innovate, a campaign to improve the participation
and performance of America’s students in science,
technology, engineering and mathematics. The
campaign includes education reform not only from
the U.S. federal government but also asks leading companies, foundations, non-profits, higher
education, and science and engineering societies
to engage with youth.(1) Recently NSERC (Natural
Sciences and Engineering Research Council of
Canada) has introduced ‘PromoScience’ funding
and the Schulich School of Education at Nipissing
University has offered STEM grants for its teacher
education program. Still, that really doesn’t sound
all that different from so many of the other strategies that educators have had to incorporate over
the years. Indeed, a resurgence in science resources
and funding should be seen as a very positive
direction.
Like many education initiatives in Ontario, the
STEM idea comes to us from south of the border where the National Science Foundation has
released data that shows that the United States
currently ranks 20th among all nations in the
proportion of 24-year-olds who earn degrees in
natural science or engineering.(2) e-School News
has declared a crisis in education because topperforming US students scored behind 20 other
countries in Math and Science.(3) Predictably, the
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suggestion that the USA is not the leader in science
education and in the production of scientists and
engineers, and that it is not able to keep up globally with advances in science and engineering, is a
pill that the USA refuses to swallow.
As I was researching the STEM initiative it all
sounded very positive and made a lot of sense until
I came across this statement by Jeff Piontek, who
was the keynote speaker at the International Society for Technology in Education conference:
“The world's future depends on education focusing on creative and innovative science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) learning.”(4)
The entire world’s future? Depends on STEM?
Yikes! What about the human dimensions of the
planet’s future? What about the natural environment within which all human endeavours are
enacted? It was at that point that I began to wonder
about the underlying assumptions and values that
might be driving the STEM initiative.
If we take the position of most politicians and
economists, then progress can be defined as increasing the GDP (gross domestic product). Further, if the purpose of STEM education is to pump
out scientists and engineers who can lead humanity
to the forefront of the global economy, then we
should be able to generate a higher GDP, and of
course save the planet. Unfortunately that scheme
is predicated on two overarching but questionable
beliefs: the infallibility of human ingenuity and
the necessity of a culture of consumerism not to
mention the fear of being taken over, or absorbed
by the emerging economic dragons from the East
(China and Japan).
The environmental educator in me is deeply
concerned that the assumptions buried within those
beliefs are not laid open to the scrutiny of ethics
from multiple perspectives. Values and assumptions
should be regularly revisited, particularly when they
are the basis of advances in science, technology
and engineering. We need to work within a framework that is bigger than the GDP.
Just because we can doesn’t mean that we
should.
(See Interruptions, page 27)

Astrid Steele is Assistant Professor of Education,
Curriculum Studies – Science, Nipissing University
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Interruptions
Astrid Steele

Aller au fond de STEM
Aujourd’hui il y a une nouvelle initiative dans
l’enseignement des sciences. Avez-vous entendu
parler de STEM?
STEM signifie les Sciences, la Technologie,
l’Engineering et les Mathématiques. L’objectif de
STEM est simple: chacun de ces quatre sujets doit
être impliqué dans l’enseignement et les études à
tout niveau scolaire, afin d’améliorer les connaissances et les choix de carrières éventuelles.
On met l’accent non seulement sur la croissance des compétences de l’étudiant, en sciences,
technologie, génie et mathématiques, mais aussi
sur l’habilité de l’enseignant d’accroître ses compétences afin d’enseigner de son mieux ces sujets-là.
De plus, on accorde une importance particulière
aux technologies digitales, à l’enquête créative et
à la résolution de problèmes, où le but final sera
d’attirer les étudiants vers les carrières liées à STEM
et de les y retenir. Afin de répondre à ces espérances, on voit apparaître des fonds venant du gouvernement et du secteur des affaires, au Canada ainsi
qu’aux Etats-Unis.
En novembre 2009 le Président Barack Obama
a mis en marche “Eduquer pour Innover”, une
campagne visée à l’amélioration de la participation et la performance des étudiants américains
dans le domaine des sciences, de la technologie,
du génie et des mathématiques. Cette campagne
comprend la réforme de l’éducation non seulement
de la part du gouvernement fédéral mais aussi elle
fait appel aux compagnies importantes, fondations,
organismes à but non lucratif, collèges et universités et aux associations de sciences et de génie afin
d’engager avec les jeunes gens.
Le NSERC (National Sciences and Engineering
Research Council of Canada) a récemment versé
des fonds au programme PromoScience, et l’Ecole
Schulich d’éducation à l’université de Nipissing
a offert des bourses STEM pour son programme
d’Education d’Enseignants.
Néanmoins, tous ces efforts ne diffèrent guère
de tant d’autres stratégies incorporés par enseignants depuis des années. Cependant on devrait
accueillir de bonne grâce cette réapparition de
ressources et de fonds pour les sciences.
Comme beaucoup d’initiatives en éducation en
Ontario, l’idée STEM nous vient des Etats-Unis, là
où La Fondation des Sciences Nationales a publié

des données montrant que les E.U. est aujourd’hui
en vingtième position au monde quand il s’agit
de la proportion d’étudiants agés de 24 ans qui
obtiennent leurs diplômes d’université en sciences
naturelles ou en génie. La publication e-School
News a declaré une crise d’éducation parce que
les meilleurs étudiants américains ont reçu moins
de points que 20 autres pays en mathématiques
et sciences. Comme on pouvait le prévoir, les E.U.
refusent d’accepter l’idée qu’ils ne sont pas chef
de file dans l’enseignement des sciences ou dans
la production de scientifiques et d’ingénieurs, et
que ce pays n’est pas capable de se maintenir au
niveau global en sciences et génie.
En faisant des recherches sur l’initiative STEM
je trouvais tous les arguments très positifs et raisonables jusqu’au point où je suis tombé sur la déclaration suivante de Jeff Piontek, orateur principal à
une conférence de la Societé Internationale pour la
Technologie en Education:
“Le futur du monde demande qu’on mettre
l’accent sur la créativité et sur l’innovation dans
l’enseignement des sciences, de la technologie, du
génie et des mathématiques”.
Mon Dieu! Le futur du monde entier? Cela
dépend de STEM? Et pourquoi pas parler des
effets des activités humaines sur le futur de la
planète? Pourquoi pas considérer l’environnement
naturel dans lequel on voit jouer toute activité humaine? C’était à ce point-là que j’ai commencé à
me demander quelles étaient les hypothèses et les
valeurs de base qui poussaient l’initiative STEM.
Si on prenait le point de vue de la plupart
des politiciens et d’économistes , on définirait les
progrès en termes de croissance de produit brut intérieur (GDP). Alors, si le but de l’éducation STEM
est de produire des scientifiques et des ingénieurs
capables de mettre l’humanité au premier rang de
l’économie globale, bien sûr nous serions capables
d’engendrer un plus haut GDP et naturellement
sauver la planète. Malheureusement, cette proposition est basée sur deux convictions fortes mais discutables: l’infaillibilité de l’ingéniosité humaine et
la nécessité d’une culture de consommation, sans
(Voir Interruptions, page 27)

Astrid Steele est professeur adjoint de l’éducation,
l’étude du curriculum - Science, l’Université Nipissing
October 2010
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Environmental Education FYI
Andrew Boughen
Contests

The Parks Canada, and Canadian Parks and
Wilderness Society is running a Celebrate
Parks contest, that asks participants to
make a short video about a national park,
explaining why it is a special place. The contest
is open to all in Canada aged 13 years and older,
and offers prizes such as weekly draws for $50 gift
cards from Mountain Equipment Co-op, and Parks
Canada passes and a grand prize is of a trip for
two on the Nahanni River. The website at http://
celebrateparks.ca, has many tips to assist budding
videographers in their productions, and it also
features postings of video entries from across the
country. What a great way to encourage your class
to explore the wonderful park system we have in
this country. The deadline for entries is October 12.
Teachers and students are often looking at
ways to reduce lunch time waste at school and The
Recycling Council of Ontario in partnership with
Metro is running the Waste Free Lunch Challenge
this year in October. Classes can register for the
program that runs during Waste Reduction Week
(October 18-22), and encourages students to
monitor and reduce waste that is generated from
the lunches they bring to school. Grades 4, 5 and
6 students and classes will be eligible to receive
gift prizes, and the opportunity to win
one of twenty $1000 cash prizes, that
schools can use to support further
waste reduction efforts. Entry forms
and registration information is available at www.wastefreelunch.com.

Grants

WWF-Canada with the generous support of
Loblaw Companies Ltd., is offering a program of
grants to elementary and secondary schools across
Canada to support environmental projects in the
schools and their communities.
The WWF-Canada Green CommUnity School
Grants Program aims to support school projects
that will help reduce their community’s impact
on the environment, increase understanding of
environmental issues and solutions, stimulate
environmental leadership, and inspire students and
communities to take action.
Grants of up to $5,000 each will be made to
approximately 50 schools per year, across 5 regions
in Canada: North, West, Central, Quebec and
Atlantic. The applications must be submitted at the
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online site www.studentawards.com/greencommunityprogram/default.aspx, and are due on October
7th. Check this site for details about the program,
and some great inspiration in the form of documentation of some of last year’s award winners.

Conferences

OSEE’s EcoLinks 2011

Will be held April 28 - 30 2011, at Seneca College King Campus. The focus is helping teachers in
all subjects and grades. Sessions in French as well.
Call for speakers is out for this workshop oriented conference offering practical activities, strategies
and subject background for practicing teachers.
Proposals of how you can help teachers improve
environmental education in their classrooms are
welcome.
See www.OSEE.ca for coming news.

OAGEE

The Ontario Association for Geographic and
Environmental Education (OAGEE) is holding its
fall conference in Ottawa, October 29-30. This
conference has a number of sessions related to the
environmental component of the geography curriculum, and is an excellent opportunity to enhance
your knowledge of GIS and Geomatics Curriculum
resources. There are also a number of field trips in
the local area, including a tour of the newly renovated Museum of Nature, and a visit to Natural
Resources Canada facility. Registration information
is available at www.oagee.org.

STAO

The fall is a time to look forward to the Science
Teachers Association of Ontario’s conference. This
year’s conference will be held November 11th,
12th, and 13th, in Toronto, and the theme is Inclusive Science: Difference, Diversity and Equity. The
program, and registration information is available
at www.stao.ca. This organization runs an excellent
conference, and their website also has information
about membership in STAO.

Initiatives to Engage Your School
Population

An engaging project for a committed team of
environmentalists within a school is to follow an
EcoSchools certification program over the school
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year. The program’s success is based on teams
made up of educators, students, custodians,
administrators, and the school community, working toward common environmental goals. The
program is specifically designed to help schools
conserve energy, minimize waste, green their
schoolyard, infuse environmental education in the
curriculum, and create environmental stewardship
opportunities in the school community. One of the
highlights of the program is the fact that students
and staff are encouraged to get out of the school
buildings to complete the greening and stewardship components of the certification. All the necessary resources and certification guide are available
online at www.ontarioecoschools.org. It is best to
complete registration in the program as soon as
possible, so that you can begin work on the certification requirements.
Earth Rangers has launched a new education
and fund raising program called Bring Back the
Wild. This program is aimed at teaching students
about biodiversity, and habitat loss, and presenting
tools for students to use to fund raise and take part
in stewardship activities to confront these issues.
Signing on to the education program entitles a
school to receive an interactive in school presentation about biodiversity featuring live animals, curriculum linked resources focused on biodiversity, a
fund raising campaign kit, and access to a website
that students can use to fund raise and learn more
about the issues of biodiversity and habitat loss.
Further information about this education program,
and others that Earth Rangers operates can be
found at www.earthrangers.com.

information and registration information can be
found at www.downsviewpark.ca.

Fall Migration

An interesting website with a wide variety of information about animal migration can be found at the
Journey North website www.learner.org/north. Particular species are highlighted, such as the monarch
butterfly, hummingbirds, and whooping cranes.
Students can view maps of migrations as they
progress through the fall, and have the opportunity
to submit observations to the site. There is a large
teacher resource section with downloadable lessons
about other animal species, and projects, and of
particular note is the section outlining the Symbolic
Monarch Migration. This project is one in which
classes in North America prepare a paper butterfly
with decorated with photos, signatures, messages
and other information, and send this through the
Journey North organization to schools near the
butterfly sanctuaries in Mexico. The classes in
Mexico accept, and care for these “ambassador”
butterflies over the winter, and send them back
to North American schools in the spring. This art,
and literacy project opens a window of opportunity
for teachers and student to study all aspects of the
monarch biology, and the website has an extensive
resource library for teachers and students. The direct link for this program is: www.learner.org/jnorth/
sm/index.html.

Earth Music

For your musical students checkout the collection
of songs that were submitted to the Playlist for the
Planet project that the David Suzuki Foundation
collected over this past summer. David Suzuki
asked artists to submit an environmental song that
could be selected for a compilation album. Over
600 entries were submitted to the contest through
the CBC Radio 3 website. You can hear the entries,
and the winners following the links at the www.
davidsuzuki.org/what-you-can-do/playlist-for-theplanet website.

Downsview Park

If you are in the Toronto area, you may want to
have your students participate in some of the
free education programs at Downsview Park. The
programs are appropriate for JK to grade nine
students, and are sponsored by TD Friends of the
Environment Foundation. The program topics
range from local food, to water, stewardship, flight
and many more. The programs are all curriculum
linked, and focused on sustainability education.
The site can be reached by public transit. Further

Andrew Boughen is an environmental educator
living in Newmarket, Ontario
October 2010
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Media for Environmental Education
Ellen Murray

New Ideas for a New School Year
As classroom teachers start a new school year, I
would like to challenge you to add some new environmental education activities to your planning.
Some of the new activities I am considering for
implementation are reviewed here.

1. Buy, Use, Toss?

This is a complete 10 lesson interdisciplinary unit
on sustainability designed for grades 9 -12. The
entire curriculum is available online at www.facingthefuture.org/Curriculum/BuyUseToss/tabid/469/
Default.aspx
The download is free and the 100 pages of
the teacher and student guides are awesome!!
The focus is on analyzing an average can of North
American garbage. There is a focus on fast food via
a study of hamburgers, fries and coke. The handson class activities will clearly help students grasp
the concept of sustainability in a way few lectures
can. The overall view of the interactions between
society, environment and economics are clearly
delineated. There are role cards for students to be
various people in the global society and each role
will lead students to very different understandings
of globalization.
Using the free downloaded guide is a bonus because there is an incredible array of links to further
readings, videos and web sites with more resources.
This is the one resources that I promise to incorporate in my class, although I do think there is more
than enough material for 10 lessons.

2. Planet in Focus: International
Environmental Film & Video Festival

Great news for environmental educators living
outside of Toronto!! The Planet in Focus (PIF)
organization is now doing a Cross Canada Tour. If
you would like to organize an environmental film
festival in your community contact Dagny Thompson at information@planetinfocus.org. PIF will
arrange performance rights to newly released films
on a topic of your choice.
Further information is found at www.planetinfocus.org/sites/default/files/PIF%20365%20-%20
Touring%20Program%20-%20More%20Information%20February%202010(1).pdf.

3. Ecospark

Formerly Citizen’s Environment Watch, they offer Teachers Guides, lessons, some training, and
sometimes have equipment available for three major projects suitable for intermediate/senior science
and geography classes. Generally the staff serve
the GTA although teachers can implement their
programs anywhere. Their web site is
www.ecospark.ca.
The Wattwize program is taking Fall bookings now.
The program steps environment clubs and classes
through the process of using wattmeters to measure
energy consumption and complete an energy audit. Then an energy conservation plan is developed
and implemented. Their staff will come and demonstrate the use of the wattmeters, but any teacher
can get them at a hardware store and safely do
all the activities in the teacher and student guides
without any assistance. There are also programs for
monitoring water quality and the health of ecosystems in the Oak Ridges Moraine. www.ecospark.ca/
sites/default/files/wattwize/images/image06.jpg

4. One Change – Fuel Efficiency
Challenge

This non-profit organization empowers people to
believe that simple actions matter. They are looking for volunteers in Ottawa, the GTA and Windsor
for a fuel efficiency campaign that goes through to
November. One Change will train teams of students and community volunteers who will go out
and encourage people to use digital tire gauges
to check tire pressure. They have 90,000 gauges
to give away along with Canadian Tire coupons.
For information on how the correct tire pressure
reduces greenhouse gas production see
http://fuelefficiency.onechange.org/ontario. If you
would like your classes to get involved contact Angela Libby, Outreach & Volunteer Coordinator at
angela.libby@onechange.org or call 416-4655061.
http://fuelefficiency.onechange.org/files/imagecache/inside/files/images/blog_081910_toronto_ontario_team.jpg
Have a great new school year.
Ellen Murray is OSEE Secretary & Membership
Coordinator, and teaches at Rosedale Heights
School of the Arts, in Toronto

10 Interactions
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Nature Story
Allan Foster

Aspen Leaves Murmur a Secret
Here’s a Greek folktale that explains why aspen
leaves seem to murmur whenever a light breeze
blows through. If you listen carefully to the leaves,
you can hear a secret.
Many of us remember the tale about King
Midas and his touch of gold. The lesson the king
learned in that story was to be careful what you
wish for. The story goes that as a reward for a kindness he had done, he was granted one wish. He
greedily wished that everything he touched from
that moment on would turn into gold.
He was immediately delighted when an oak
twig he picked up on the way home turned into
gold. Then he turned a stone into gold. It all
seemed to be going great until, when he arrived
back to his castle, he hugged his daughter and she
turned into a golden statue. He was heartbroken
and realized his mistake. He begged the gods to
undo the charm and when they took pity on him
and undid the magic, he could again touch things
without them turning into gold.
But there is another story about King Midas
that has special significance to people who love
nature. This story has associations with the aspen
trees (commonly called poplars) that grow right
here in Ontario?
It happened that Midas was a judge at a music
festival. Apollo, the sun god was one of the contestants and felt pretty sure of himself. But, after
all the contestants had performed, Midas foolishly
presented the first prize to someone other than
Apollo. The nerve! Convinced that he should have
won, Apollo was furious. He stormed out of the
music festival muttering that anyone unaware of his
obviously superior talent must have the ears of a
donkey.
Just as he left the concert hall, Apollo turned
and in an act of furious revenge, pointed his
mighty arm at Midas, whose ears disappeared in a
puff of smoke only to be replaced by a giant pair of
donkey’s ears – long, straight, pointed and hairy.
Of course, when the magic smoke cleared, King
Midas was horrified at the sight of his own reflection. His new ears were horrible. He covered them
quickly as best he could. He sheepishly looked this
way and that and was relieved that none of his
subjects had yet seen him with his new ears. So he
covered his head and quickly fled.

When he got back to his castle, he covered his
head with a stocking cap and, although the cloth
was lumpy and bumpy, it hid his ears completely.
Soon, King Midas had to share his secret with
one man – his barber. But only after extracting a
promise of secrecy forever. The barber promised.
But as the years past, the barber slowly became
overwhelmed by the need to share the secret. But
how – without risking his life? After all, he had
promised never to tell a living soul on fear of death.
But the barber was only human and, eventually, he could no longer stand the temptation. In the
still of the night, he secretly slipped into the countryside and found an abandoned hillside. There
he dug a hole. When it was deep enough, he stuck
his head down into the pit and whispered into the
ground, “King Midas has donkey’s ears!”
Once his need to share the secret had thus
been satisfied, he carefully filled the hole back in
and returned home. But who would have guessed
that later in the spring an aspen sapling grew in
that very place where the barber had whispered the
secret? Whenever there was a light wind, the aspen
leaves began to whisper, “King Midas has donkey’s
ears! King Midas has donkey’s ears!”
As you know, aspen trees appear in groves
because they share a common root underground.
As more and more aspen trees emerged around the
hole where the barber has revealed his secret, more
leaves began to whisper. Eventually, the entire
hillside was covered with aspen trees and they all
spread the secret until the whole hillside was virtually shouting the words.
In no time, everybody in the kingdom knew
about King Midas and his donkey’s ears. The secret
was out and the barber had to flee for his life.
And to this day, when a light breeze blows
through a grove of aspen trees, you can hear the
leaves quietly murmur, “King Midas has donkey’s
ears! King Midas has donkey’s ears!”

Allan Foster is an OSEE past president. His web
site: web.me.com/naturestoryteller features new
stories and story-based sound effects. His book,
The Loon, the Bat and the Raspberry Bush: Fables
from the natural world, is full of nature stories.
October 2010
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Horizontal Vortex
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Storm Stories
Jennifer Dowker
Introduction

This is the last in a series of articles exploring how
students might use resources to interpret weather
forecasting.
In the first three articles on weather reports, you
have learned something about interpreting radar
images, how high humidity in the summer can
make people uncomfortable, and why weather
forecasts include reports on air pressure and temperature. Now we can explore what happens when
certain weather conditions come together to form
a summer storm, and how we can use weather
forecasting to track the formation and movement of
severe weather.
Grade Levels: 5-8
Specific Expectations supported include:
• Grade 5, 1.1 (analyze the effects of forces from
natural phenomena (e.g., tornadoes...) on the
natural and built environment)
• Grade 8, 2.5 (investigate the information (e.g.,
... weather advisories for a region) and support
provided to consumers/clients to ensure that a
system functions safely and effectively).
• Some sections in this article come from sample
questions in the Gr. 5 expectation.
• There is opportunity to relate to current climate
changes (increased atmospheric heat) and
summer storm development, as per Grade 7,
Specific Expectation 3.5.
Two activities are included and students and teachers are encouraged to choose either or both of
them. The first, making weather instruments from
household materials, comes from the “Weather
Scope” lesson plans developed by the American
Center for Innovation in Engineering and Science Education (CIESE), for ages 11 to 18 (www.
k12science.org/curriculum/weatherproj2/en/index.
shtml).
The other involves an interviewing activity,
supporting Inquiry
and Research Skills
in the Social Studies curriculum for
grades 1 to 8: In
all grades in social
studies, history, and
geography, students will develop
their ability to ask
questions and to
plan investigations
to answer those
questions. They
need to learn a

variety of research methods in order to carry out
their investigations, and to know which methods to
use in a particular inquiry. Students need to learn
how to locate relevant information from a variety
of sources, such as books, newspapers, field studies
and interviews, climate maps, aerial photographs
and satellite images, diagrams and charts, and
electronic sources, (e.g. videos, CD-ROMs, the
Internet). As they advance through the grades,
students will be expected to use these sources with
increasing sophistication. They will also be expected to distinguish between primary and secondary
sources, to determine their validity and relevance,
and to use them in appropriate ways. Both activities allow students to engage in both primary and
secondary research.
Note: This article focuses on severe summer weather,
specifically tornadoes. The interviewing activity can
explore any severe weather story, in any season.
Interviewing is a great way to hear history from family
and neighbours.

Severe Weather – Thunderstorms

In the summer, severe weather refers to storms
which can include any or all of high winds, lightning strikes, hail and downpours of rain. Tornadoes
can arise from some kinds of thunderstorms, and
as of July 2010, there have been a number of tornadoes in Ontario, Quebec and western Canada.
What causes thunderstorms to happen in the first
place?
In Ontario in the summer, dry air masses from
the Canadian Prairies, and muggy (hot, humid)
air from the American south and southwest states
collide and create much of our unsettled weather.
In addition to these air masses meeting, the atmosphere becomes ‘unstable’ when warm, moist
air rises from ground level and cools as it rises
(remember, the air temperature falls higher in the
atmosphere, in the air layer nearest to the earth,
the Troposphere). This cools the moisture in this
colder air and it condenses out of the air, becoming rain droplets, ice crystals, or hail inside the big
cumulonimbus storm clouds.
When conditions are right, both rain and hail
can fall. Lightning strikes can also happen. (Lightning causes the sound of thunder.) Some things
which can lead to the right conditions for a thunderstorm are warm, humid summer afternoons
and the presence of large lakes and hills nearby.
Storms can form at any time of the day or night,
and in any Canadian geography, but muggy summer afternoons, with cooler air blowing off a Great
Lake and meeting warm air inland, are the classic
set of events leading to severe weather in southern

Storm Stories
Ontario. This also explains why Ontario’s “Tornado
Alley” lies between Windsor and Barrie.
Thunderstorms can “pop up” suddenly and last
for a short time, or they can form systems, or lines,
of stormy weather that can last a long time and
travel over a large distance. You can see these patterns by watching the radar images for your region
during the day. Environment Canada has radar
image sites which update every 10 minutes, as well
as lightning observation pages which update every
hour. The radar ‘movie’ images show precipitation
over the past hour, and can indicate when storms
are ‘popping up’ and when they are forming systems.

What Is a Tornado?

• A ‘funnel’ cloud which reaches the ground is
called a tornado. Both are “zones of extremely
rapid, rotating winds beneath the base of cumulonimbus clouds.” (Aguado & Burt, 2007)
• In North America, most tornadoes rotate counter-clockwise. Tornadoes can occur anywhere in
the world, but most of the reported ones occur
in North America, especially in the American
midwest states, some of which border the Great
Lakes.
• They can look like long, thin ropes; classic
funnel shapes, or huge pillars. They turn dark
as they pick up extra moisture, then soil and
debris from the ground.
• Waterspouts, which are weaker tornadoes occurring over warm water, usually look like thin,
pale pillars. They can happen several times a
day in places like the Florida Keys (islands in
a warm ocean area), and can also happen in
small lakes, even in northern Ontario.
• Tornadoes can move over water and weaken
into waterspouts, or waterspouts can move
over land and strengthen into tornadoes.

2. Mesocyclones form about 30 minutes before
tornadoes form. They are caused by winds
moving upwards from the ground. The wind
direction in the storm changes from southerly
to westerly (in the northern hemisphere), wind
speed increases, and the tunnel of air is kept
spinning. This is called wind shear. Doppler
radar can show this rotation. Only about 20%
of mesocyclones form
tornadoes, but when this
pattern is seen on the radar images, the weather
services
(Environment Canada
or the American NOAA)
issue tornado warnings.
3. If there are strong
updrafts, the horizontal
vortices are bent upwards, so that the vortex
is now nearly vertical.
As the area of rotation
increases, so does the
Updrafts cause tilting
of the vortex in a
windspeed, and the now vertical vortex
becomes narrower and reaches downwards. mesocyclone, from www.
cimms.ou.edu/~doswell/
At this point, part of the base of the cloud
sticks out below the main part of the super- vorticity/vorticity_primer.
html
cell, usually near the southern or southwestern end of the supercell cloud. This is called
a wall cloud.
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Source of the Tornado’s Force?

The very strong winds in a tornado happen because there are great differences in air pressure in a
small area within the storm. The pressure difference
between the core of a tornado and the area right
around it can be 10 kilopascals (kPa). This compares to an average difference of only about 3.5
kilopascals across all of North America!
Tornadoes can develop from many severe summer storms, but the most intense ones often come
from supercell storm systems.
1. A supercell thunderstorm is a very large thunderstorm which can form where there are very
powerful updrafts (warm, moist air rising from
ground level and cooling rapidly as it rises).
Inside it, a slow, horizontal rotation of a large
segment of a cloud, up to 10 km in diameter,
can form deep within the cloud, several kilometers above the ground. This spinning tunnel of
air is called a vortex. (See diagram pg. 12)

Radar image showing classic “hook” during Oklahoma F5 tornado outbreak in
1999 (from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convective_storm_detection)

October 2010
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Wall cloud in
Texas, from http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Wall_cloud

A funnel cloud that
became Canada’s
first reported F5
tornado, from http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Elie,_Manitoba_tornado
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4. A wall cloud has a flat bottom, with one end
pointing in the direction that impending tornadoes will form. It is often raining and hailing at
the other end of the wall cloud. Cool, damp air
from the rainy areas is sucked up by updrafts
which are ‘feeding’ the main cloud and this air
condenses below the main part of the cloud,
forming the wall cloud. Storm chasers look for
these wall clouds as a signal that a tornado may
soon form. The chasers usually try to get ahead
and to the right of the wall cloud, relative to the

direction that the storm system is moving. This
maximizes their chance of seeing the tornado
without being blocked by rain; and minimizes
their chance of being run over by it.
5. Funnel clouds form when the rapidly spinning
vertical vortex reaches down through the bottom of the wall cloud. They grow dark, pulling
in more moist air, dust, and even loose debris
from the surface. It hasn’t touched down yet.
6. When the funnel cloud touches the ground, it is
then called a tornado.

This NOAA link has some helpful images: www.
nssl.noaa.gov/edu/safety/tornadoguide.html. There
is also useful information about tornado safety on
this page, which links back to NOAA’s National
Severe Storms Laboratory.

Tornado Damage to Structures

What kinds of damage does a tornado inflict on
the built environment (e.g., on structures such as
houses and shopping malls)?
• For some time, people believed that the damage tornadoes do to buildings was caused
by the extreme pressure differences between
the core of a tornado and the air around it.
Now scientists see something simpler: most
of the damage simply comes from the very
strong winds. It’s actually not a good idea
to open house windows if you see a funnel
cloud. Instead, take that time to get away from
windows. Debris flung by the winds causes
most injuries and deaths. An open window
lets things blow in, while a closed window can
shatter, sending glass shards everywhere, faster
than you can react, so move away from them.
• One of the characteristics of the strongest tornadoes is that they can have several vortices.
Each vortex spins around a central core, and it
is these multiple vortices that can cause the effect of one house being totally destroyed while
a house nearby stays standing. One vortex can
strike a house while a house nearby is between
vortices.
• Tornadoes are rated by a scale called the Fujita
scale, named after an American meteorologist
who first developed it in the early 1950’s. (Today, the USA uses an Enhanced Fujita Scale,
while Canada uses the regular scale. The same
number ratings mean about the same thing in
both scales).
• Damage crops and gardens, as well as greenhouses
• Damage or destroys barns (injures or kills farm
animals)
• Housepets may be injured or killed when
houses are destroyed, and it may be some time
before injured and lost pets can be reunited
with families
• Toxic, radioactive and other hazardous materials can be spread around when warehouses,
factories, garages, barns, department stores,
hospitals, landfills and houses are heavily damaged. Some can be carried far away by the
wind or along streams and rivers, and they can
be mixed into the soil for a long time after the
storm, unless there is a special effort to locate
dangerous materials and dig them up.

Storm Stories
Impact on the Natural Environment

What is the impact of a tornado on the natural
environment (e.g., on trees, on animals such as fish
and birds)?
• Damages and destroys trees; instantly changing
bush and forest habitats. Animals who aren’t
directly injured by the tornado must quickly
find new places to live, hunt and browse (eat
plants). Tree replanting is often aimed at restoring streets and small habitats such as windrows
and stream banks, not entire forests; it takes
time for the trees to mature and for other plants
to regrow for animals that live near the ground
• Wind-blown vegetation and other debris choke
ponds. As this debris decays, the organisms
that break up the excess vegetation consume
oxygen. Dissolved oxygen in water is needed
by the usual organisms in a healthy body of
water, especially fish. When the fish die, birds
and other animals that depend on them have
to go somewhere else to eat
• “... There is also some evidence linking tornadoes with the spread of diseases, such as
histoplasmosis, a condition caused by fungus
found in soil. The exact means
of spread is not clear, but it is
likely due to the lofting and
F number
later fallout of small quantities
of soil, including fungus spores.

Protection From Tornados?
•

•

Most tornadoes occur during
the daytime. There are tornado warning systems on local
news and weather television
channels, on Internet weather
sites and on special weather
warning radios. Both Environment Canada and the American National Weather Service
(under NOAA) have similar
watch and warning alerts
which they send to TV, radio,
weather radios and Internet
sites. A Watch means that
conditions are present that can
cause severe weather, while a
Warning means that the severe
weather is occurring. Severe
thunderstorms can also cause
damage with flash floods,
lightning and large hailstones.
Alerts are often for severe
thunderstorms, and some
have a special note that these
storms may spawn tornadoes.
Other alerts are specifically for
tornadoes.

F0

F1

F2

F3

F4

F5
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The same funnel cloud, now touching down,
from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elie,_Manitoba_
tornado

Fujita Scale: Environment Canada website: www.ec.gc.ca/default.
asp?lang=En&xml=697FC410-72B8-4598-A4CF-2B725FAE4D7A

Word rating

Description

Winds 64 – 116 kph
(kilometers per hour);
Light
some damage to chimneys,
roof shingles, trees, signs,
windows
Winds 117 – 180 kph; cars
Moderate
overturned, trees uprooted
Winds 181 – 252 kph;
roofs blown off, small
Considerable
buildings destroyed, mobile
homes overturned
Winds 253 – 330 kph;
walls blown off houses,
Severe
metal buildings severely
damaged, forests flattened
and farmland damaged
Winds 331 – 417kph; most
walls in a house knocked
Devastating over, large steel and
concrete objects tossed
over large distance
Winds 418 – 509; strong
houses lifted off
foundations and carried
Incredible
away, cars thrown over 100
meters, bark torn off trees

% of reported
tornadoes
(approximate)

28%

39%

24%

6%

2%

0.1%; first recorded
F5 in Canada
happened in 2007,
in Elie, Manitoba.
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Storm Stories
•

Usually people can see or hear a tornado coming before it strikes their location. Some clues
are: a greenish sky, seeing a wall cloud, seeing large hail, and hearing a loud roar, “like a
freight train”.

What To Do

Suggestions for
Instrument Use
Activity 1, pg. 19:
The completed
instruments can be
set up, and used to
monitor the weather
until the next session.
The rain gauge is most
appropriate outside,
while the barometer
should be safe inside.
The gauges should be
checked at the same
times each day, and
the results recorded.
The wind vane and
anemometer are too
flimsy to leave outside,
and the thermometer
can only demonstrate
its working principle at
temperature extremes.
There is a lesson on
building a humidity
measuring instrument
in the reference section
– that instrument
could also be used
to monitor humidity
each day of the strand.
The activity could
start with building
the instruments in
order to get some
idea of how aspects of
atmospheric conditions
are monitored. It can
be expanded to set
up a ‘weather station’
(some instruments
kept indoors unless
in use outside) and a
schedule maintained
for using them and
recording observations
(the website had a
great lesson plan for
this aspect, including
log pages). Some
students could
explore engineering,
physics and chemical
principles and improve
the designs of the
instruments.
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• Go to the basement under the stairs. If you
don’t have a basement, quickly get to a closet
or a small room as far away from windows as
you can. If time, grab large cushions and get
into a bathtub, covering yourself with them.
• If you are inside a big open are like an arena
or gym, get into a smaller room, away from
windows and outside walls. Arenas and gyms
have large roofs that can be lifted quickly.
• Don’t depend on a vehicle for safety. Tornado
winds can flip them over. They do provide
some cover from flying debris. Environment
Canada suggest lying in a (dry!) ditch and covering your head, or run into a sturdy building if
there is one near the road. Storm chasers try to
stay close to tornadoes, while avoiding getting
run down by them, by driving at right angles
to their path, which is usually SW to NE. For
people who don’t do this for a living, the time
it takes to figure out the tornado path should
really be spent in looking for better cover!
• Not good shelters are mobile homes and trailers. Treat them like cars and avoid them. Either
run into a sturdy building (like a brick shed) or
lie flat in a ditch, protecting your head.
Precautions mostly suggest taking shelter in a
strong building. Building codes in areas that can
expect some amount of severe weather every year
(including high winds, heavy snow and freezing
rain in winter) have been improving over the years,
especially for roof strength. It is still up to people to
know where the strongest and safest places are in
their houses or apartment buildings. Keep in mind
that most injuries are caused by debris being flung
around at high speed, often some distance away
from the actual tornado.

What NOT To Do

Many people have seen the video of people sheltering in a highway overpass, taken in 1991 by a
Kansas TV news crew. The news crew was fleeing
a tornado when they came to an overpass, where
they met a man and his daughter. They all got up
into the girders of the overpass. The news crew
kept filming the tornado as it passed by nearly
overhead. The tornado in this case was an F0 or
F1, and the funnel was nearly centered on the road
going over the overpass, which was very strong
and protected them in this circumstance.
Most of the time, tornadoes are stronger and
the path of the funnel will throw debris under the
overpass, which are usually much more open as

well, allowing wind to blow people around. Large
numbers of people leaving their cars on the road
can also stop others from using the road to get
away, as well as blocking emergency vehicles after
the tornado passes.
Eight years after this story happened, three
people were killed near Oklahoma City when they
tried to shelter under another overpass.

Climate Change Issue?

According to the Whole Building Design Guide,
published by the American National Institute of
Building Sciences:
“Ongoing changes in climate patterns
around the world are likely to begin altering the behavior of hydrometeorological phenomena within our lifetimes. The
frequency and severity of floods, storms,
droughts and other weather-related disasters is expected to increase, as is the risk
from associated changes in the manifestation of other hazards such as wildfires.
High-performance buildings should be
designed to be part of the solution rather
than part of the problem wherever possible, incorporating strategies to both
mitigate climate change itself...as well
as to adapt to changing environmental
conditions...”
(“Resist Natural Hazards”, 2010)
And some more ‘food for thought’ – according
to the authors of Understanding Weather &
Climate (4th ed.):
“A plot of tornado occurrences in the
United States…shows a near doubling of
the tornado frequency from 1950 to the
late 1990s…there are reasons to believe
that this increase might only partially reflect an actual increase in tornado activity…as population centres have expanded out into formerly rural areas, there is
a greater probability that a tornado will
hit a structure or be observed directly…
installation of the Doppler radar network has undoubtedly contributed to
improved detections and an increase in
the number of participants in the national
storm spotter network. Changes in the
way we classify tornadoes may also have
played a role…The debate on global
warming and the importance of human
activities to that warming has led to a
concern about a future rise in tornado
frequency…ideas are still speculative.”
(Aguado & Burt, 2007)

Storm Stories
Activities

Teachers and students might like to try one or both
of the following activities.

1. Make weather instruments to better
understand how they work.

be held on a flat surface. Remember, the arrowhead points into the wind.
Thermometer: Light coloured straw used to more
clearly see the fluid rise. Not a strong rise
(never over 2 mm in a hot room or full sun).
Review reasons why this cannot be used to
indicate actual air temperature (density of fluids, mercury very dense). Plastic wrap is used
instead of drilling a hole in the lid. Wrap can
also cover glue that remains when labels are
soaked off. Very little colouring needed. Avoid
temperature extremes of heat and cold (boiling
water, freezer) for safety with narrow neck jar.
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www.k12science.org/curriculum/weatherproj2/en/
activity1.shtml
This website reference also provides a framework
and examples for weather journals and regular
monitoring. Grade four students are pictured
making instruments. As the picture of my mother
shows, where there’s joy in learning, it’s ageless!
Thermometer uses
Older students could explore the accuracy of the
contrasting colours in fluid
and straw. Try putting
instruments, suggesting changes in materials or
jar for a minute or so in
procedures to increase their accuracy.
hot (not boiling) water,
Making all of the instruments took approxithen observe it quickly
mately two hours. If the activity is done over at
after setting it down on a
least two days, the first instruments finished can be
counter. After letting jar
set up and used to monitor the weather until the
cool to room temperature,
next session. The easiest instrument to make and
try setting it in the back
use is probably the rain gauge.
of the lowest shelf in a
Suggestions
fridge for 10 minutes, then
again, observe quickly
Anemometer: Taping the crossed straws is messy
after setting back on the
and interferes slightly with the spin. The concounter. Can you see a
struction spun with a light breath or a light
Cruder-looking homemade rain gauge
change in the level of fluid
breeze. It is difficult aligning the cups with their
(above left) is probably more accurate than
in the straw?
the froggie. Why? (Hint: funnel vs.cylinder...
bottoms at right angles to the straws (use tape
rather than staples). Discussion: How can spin
speed be accurately measured?
Barometer: Glue stick on straw used (tidier). Actual
range about 1 cm (range is relative, not absolute – if straw falls off, reglue but range will
probably cover different area on scale, so
leave some room). Glue folder closed, then
glue it to side of shoebox
Rain gauge: Dollar store Sugar jar was used.
Grooves made it easy to align ruler to draw
scale on tape with two different coloured
Sharpies (better to draw directly on jar as
tape lifted when soaked). Funnel condenses
dew so empty it out before rain to measure
rainfall more accurately. Set of funnels from
dollar store worked quite well and recorded
25 mm of rain in 20 minute storm (comWindvane aligned with a
Ranging between “6” and “5”, this
pared to 20 mm measured by ornamental
compass. From what direction
barometer shows a high pressure
rain gauge). Heavy jar remained on railing in
is the light breeze blowing?
day (plastic wrap over jar mouth
high winds. Tape around funnel to prevent loss
jar depresses, lowering that end of
in wind. How accurately might any rain gauge
the straw and raising the end at the
Author’s mother trying out
volume reflect the actual rainfall volume over
scale).
the anemometer
that spot?
Wind vane: Girl Guide compass was used. Buy a
decent one from camping supply store to get
All photos by the author
reasonable accuracy. Make sure there is room
around top and bottom of pin for free-est spin.
Pins with a ball on the top are much easier
to manipulate. Arrow and tail are a bit tricky
(a template might help, following suggested
lengths). The base plate is very light and must
October 2010
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Storm Stories
2. Storm Stories

Interview relatives and/or neighbours about their
experiences with severe storms (summer or winter).
Some examples of famous storms in Canada
are the Barrie tornado outbreak in 1985 and the ice
storms of 1998 (Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick
and the northeastern states). The first known F5 tornado reported in Canada occurred in Elie, Manitoba
in 2007 (see pictures earlier).
These can be formal or informal interviews,
with any recording media. The students might want
to share the stories with live or online (school net)
presentations.
Interviews are primary sources, and this distinction (primary, secondary, or tertiary sources) could
be made about research projects generally.

Resources/Links
References:
Aguado, E. & Burt, J. (2007) Understanding Weather And
Climate (4th Ed.). New Jersey: Pearson / Prentice Hall.
Barber, K. (1998). The Canadian Oxford Dictionary. Don
Mills, ON: Oxford University Press
Mitchell, M. & Stapp, W. (1993). Field Manual For Water
Quality Monitoring (7th Ed.). Dexter, MI:Thomson-Shore
Printers

A quick search of some popular online booksellers for
student information on weather and tornadoes (available
on August 10, 2010):

chapters.indigo.ca
Extreme Canadian Weather: Freakish Storms And Unexpected Disasters, Joan Dixon, 2009, 9.95, Ages 10-12
Weird Canadian Weather: Catastrophes, Ice Storms, Floods,
Tornadoes, Hurricanes and Tsunamis, Alan Jackson,
2009, $11.36
Canada Close Up: Snow and Ice: Canadian Winter Weather,
Nicole Mortillaro, 2005, $6.99
Canada Close Up: Sun and Storms: Canadian Summer
Weather, Nicole Mortillaro, 2005, $5.99
Amazon.ca (a search under Children’s Books/Earth Sciences /
Tornadoes resulted in 150 returns)
Tornadoes, Seymour Simon, 2001, $9.25, Gr. 4-8. [series of
extreme weather books]
What on Earth?: Wild Weather: Tornadoes, David Orme,
Helen Orme, 2005, $19.53
To find small booksellers, try hwww.biblio.com/bookstores/canada/
For more primary sources, try newspaper and municipal archives for paper, microfiche or online materials
– municipal libraries also contain or have access to this
material

Web Resources Used:
Activity 1: Make A Weather Station. (2007). Retrieved June,
2010 from www.k12science.org/curriculum/weatherproj2/en/index.shtml
Convective Storm Detection. (2010). Retrieved July, 2010
from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Doswell, C. (n.d.) A Primer On Vorticity For Application In Supercells And Tornadoes. Retrieved July, 2010 from www.
cimms.ou.edu/~doswell/vorticity/vorticity_primer.html
Elie, Manitoba Tornado. (2010). Retrieved July, 2010 from
http://en.wikipedia.org/
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Environment Canada. (2005). Fact Sheet - Summer Severe
Weather Warnings (Ontario Region). Retrieved June
2010 from www.on.ec.gc.ca/severe-weather/summerwx_
factsheet_e.html
Environment Canada. (2007). Fujita Scale: Rating the Severity of Tornadoes. Retrieved from www.ec.gc.ca/default.
asp?lang=En&xml=697FC410-72B8-4598-A4CF2B725FAE4D7A
Government of Canada. (2010). Tornadoes In Canada. Is
Your Family Prepared? Retrieved from www.getprepared.
gc.ca/knw/ris/trn-eng.aspx
National Institute of Building Sciences. (2010). Resist Natural
Hazards. Retrieved July, 2010 from www.wbdg.org/design/resist_hazards
National Severe Storms Laboratory. (1992). Tornadoes...
nature’s most violent storms. In A Preparedness Guide,
Including Safety Information for Schools. Retrieved June
2010 from www.nssl.noaa.gov/edu/safety/tornadoguide.
html
Snow, J. (2010). Q: Is there any pollution that is made by a tornado? If not, what environmental impacts can tornadoes
have? Can they damage the environment?. USA Today:
Experts answer tornado questions. Retrieved July 2010
from www.usatoday.com/weather/wtwistqa.htm
Wall cloud. (2010). Retrieved July, 2010 from http://
en.wikipedia.org/
Other Web Resources:
Tornadoes:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Canadian_tornadoes_and_tornado_outbreaks#2010s . List of Canadian
tornadoes from 1792, maintained through 2010
http://ontario.hazards.ca/maps/background/Tornado-e.html
Environment Canada tornado information page, with
specific reference to Ontario, updated in 2010
http://pnr.hazards.ca/tornado.html Environment Canada
tornado information page, with map links specific to the
prairies and northern Canada, modified 2010. Contains a
reference to F6 - “Inconceivable”.
www.cbc.ca/canada/windsor/story/2010/06/07/wdr-leamington-tornado-100607.html The Leamington area tornado
which occurred while I was starting my notes for this
article
www.thestar.com/news/gta/article/819721--tornadoes-hitleamington-u-s-midwest Leamington tornado, points out
was part of system which killed people in the US
www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/fierce-storm-whipssouthwestern-ontario-town/article1593873/ more on the
Leamington tornado, highlighting the difficulty of warning
people in the early hours of the morning
www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/ontario/trailer-parkdamaged-after-possible-tornado-strikes-central-ontario/
article1615364/ tornado in Midland, approximately one
year after another tornado in the same area
www.edmontonjournal.com/news/dozen+people+injured+w
indstorm/3193070/story.html more on the 2010 Midland
tornadoes
www.theweathernetwork.com/weathernews/details/1332/2736907/4/collection/upload. Interesting slide
show on the Windsor tornado of 1946
http://archives.cbc.ca/environment/extreme_weather/topics/1713-11757/ CBC A/V Survey of tornadoes from 1946
to 2000 (but includes story on 1912 Regina Cyclone)
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1492471/pdf/
cmaj00115-0081.pdf. Article on medical response to Barrie tornadoes, one year later

Storm Stories
http://mrgreenbiz.wordpress.com/2007/09/19/canadas-first-official-f5-tornado/. Blog entry on the Elie tornado, shortly
after it occurred (references other sources)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edmonton_Tornado. Story of a
large tornado which ripped up Edmonton in 1987
www.cbc.ca/canada/saskatchewan/story/2010/07/02/tornadosask.html. A tornado which hit a Saskatchewan reserve
in July, 2010
http://atlas.nrcan.gc.ca/site/english/maps/environment/naturalhazards/naturalhazards1999/majortornadoes/tornadoes_stats_new.html Natural Resources Canada survey
of tornadoes from 1879 to the Alberta campground
tornado of 2000
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/england/west_midlands/4725279.stm. Story of Birmingham, UK tornado
in 2005
www.irinnews.org/report.aspx?ReportId=74817 Bangladesh
tornadoes in 2007
www.canadafreepress.com/index.php/article/4104 Slovenia
tornado in 2008, which devastated an important arboretum, forests and cropland
www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/9/609/2009/
nhess-9-609-2009.html Romanian tornado in 2005
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tornadoes_of_2010. Survey of
tornadoes around the world in 2010
http://timestranscript.canadaeast.com/rss/article/1093247
“Canada second only to the US in tornadoes”(2010)
www.stormfax.com/fujita.htm Illustrated Fujita-Pearson scale
http://environment.nationalgeographic.com/environment/natural-disasters/tornado-profile/.Brief National Geographic
article on tornadoes
www.spc.noaa.gov/faq/tornado/ NOAA page with several
links to tornado information
www.vortex2.org/home/ Multinational tornado study (Vortex2)
http://proceedings.esri.com/library/userconf/proc06/papers/
papers/pap_1339.pdf Exploring Local “Tornado Alleys”
for Predictive Environmental Parameters
Mary Passe-Smith, University of Central Arkansas
www.buzzle.com/articles/interesting-facts-about-a-tornado.
html Some tornado facts and links
http://dsc.discovery.com/tv/storm-chasers/tornado-chasegame/tornado-chase-game.html Discovery channel
(USA) storm chaser flash game
Severe Weather:
www.oag-bvg.gc.ca/internet/English/parl_
cesd_200812_02_e_31819.html#hd5b 2008 December
Report of the Commissioner of the Environment and
Sustainable Development - Ch. 2, Managing Severe
Weather Warnings (Auditor General of Canada)
www.scandesk.info/weather/thunderstorms.html Radio operators overview of thunderstorm formation, with a live
link to current Ontario watches and warnings
www.science.gc.ca/Subject_Directory/Environment/WeatherWSDA39B518-1_En.htm Government of Canada,
Science,gc,ca, weather topics
www.ec.gc.ca/meteo-weather/default.
asp?lang=En&n=15E59C08-1 Environment Canada
“Hazardous Weather”, related links, updated 2010
www.ontariostorms.com/. An Ontario forum for people who
like to chat about storm stories
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Severe_weather_
terminology_%28Canada%29 Wikipiedia article on
Canadian severe weather terminology (updated 2009) –
good overview of specific conditions for alerts

www.on.ec.gc.ca/severe-weather/winterwx_factsheet_e.html.
Similar to the Ontario Region fact sheet for summer, this
one is for Winter Weather Warnings, with specific conditions for winter severe weather alerts
Student Weather Activities And Information:
www.on.ec.gc.ca/skywatchers/teachersGuide/tg_chap01_e.
html#SETTING%20UP%20YOUR%20WEATHER%20
STATION. Weather station instructions from Environment Canada’s Skywatchers program. The program
appears to be defunct, but there is still a wealth of ideas
and activities lurking in the recesses of the Environment
Canada site
http://weather.about.com/od/under10minutes/Learn_Weather_Basics_in_5_to_10_Minutes_with_Simple_Projects.
htm Some weather lessons and activities at the
About.com website
www.flinnsci.com/Documents/demoPDFs/EarthSci/ES10301.
pdf. Build a sling psychrometer to measure humidity
(Flinn Scientific, 2009). Worth adding to the instrument
building activity, probably one of the more accurate
instruments (includes two commercial thermometers).
Note that is is pretty easy to whack yourself upside the
head with it, even if you aren’t goofing off.
http://trmm.gsfc.nasa.gov/education_dir/Precipitation_05.pdf.
From NASA’s array of educational materials, a lesson
unit on precipitation for gr. 5-8 – some good graphics
and activities, designed to national American curriculum
(ideal?) standards
www.asc-csa.gc.ca/eng/educators/resources/spacesuit/
activities.asp#barometer. Canadian Space Agency
educational materials, this page actually has a number of
experiments (including building a barometer and a thermometer), all relating to spacesuit design, in reference to
water issues in a suit
www.sasked.gov.sk.ca/docs/elemsci/gr4udesc.html Saskatchewan grade 4 science unit on weather prediction
www.learnalberta.ca/content/ssoc5/html/canadasworstnaturalevent_cc.html. Alberta education, students investigate
and rate natural disasters
http://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/full/10.1175/15204%281997%29012%3C0939%3AOTAOPB%3E2.0.CO%
3B2 American Meteorological Society journal, On the
Absence of Population Bias in the Tornado Climatology
of Southwestern Ontario by Patrick King. The entire
article appears to be present
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Curriculum Connections – Not Addressed:
Grade 8 – Water Systems Overview:
2.3 and 2.4 further investigation – building models of structures to withstand natural forces such as storms
Systems and Interactions – Water systems influence climate
and weather patterns. 3.4 identify factors (e.g., annual
precipitation, temperature, climate change) that affect the
size of glaciers and polar ice-caps, and describe the effects of these changes on local and global water systems
3.5 explain changes in atmospheric conditions caused by the
presence of bodies of water (e.g., differences in temperature near large bodies of water; microclimates; storms off
coastal areas)

Jennifer Dowker is a graduate of the Environmental
Technology program at Fanshawe College in
London, Ontario. She is actively looking for
employment in the environmental sector, and has a
lifelong interest in education and in writing.
October 2010
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All About Bats: A Scent Matching Game
Peter Attfield and Nicole Hamley
Context

This activity is one part of a 1.5-hour evening program about Bats, delivered to 40 students visiting
Lake St. George Field Centre, a residential outdoor
and environmental centre in Richmond Hill, owned
and operated by the Toronto and Region Conservation Authority. With Halloween just around the
corner, this is a fun game for young learners that
can easily be adapted to the classroom.

Subject, Strands and Grades

We have modified this activity to suit Science &
Technology, Understanding Life Systems, Grades
4, 6 and 7.

Background Information

Animals use their sense of smell
to gain information about their
environment. For example, scent
can tell them that over there is
ripe fruit, there is dead meat,
there is water, there is smoke
from fire, and there is my home
stream. They also use smell to
gain information about other animals in the area. For example,
there is a predator that might eat
me, or prey that I could eat, or
my species, a potential mate, my
baby, and so on.
Mother bats use the scent
and sounds of their flightless babies. When they fly back to the nursery colony after
getting food, they can find their babies with relative ease and nurse them with milk. A mother bat
can find her own baby, even in complete darkness
within a colony of a million bats!
If you were a mother bat, could you find YOUR
baby?

Materials
40 film canisters
40 cotton balls
20 different household scents
Hot glue gun
Labels
Marker
2 shoe boxes
Master list of scents

Pre-Activity Preparation

Select 20 different household scents that are easy
to obtain. Examples can include:
• food (cinnamon, cumin, cloves, rosemary,
oregano, vinegar, lime juice, and extracts of
vanilla, banana, peppermint, coconut, almond,
and maple)
• cleaning (Windex, Spray & Wash)
• body (insect repellent, sunscreen, shampoo,
body wash, shaving cream, anti-perspirant,
perfume).
Some scents are easier to distinguish than
others. Some are stronger than others. Depending
upon what you select, time will tell whether any
need to be refreshed more frequently, or if any
are unsuitable. Next, number the film canisters
1 through 40 using the labels and marker. Use
the hot glue gun to secure one cotton ball into
each canister. For each of the 20 scents you have
selected, add the scent to two film canisters. Follow
the convention so that the match for each scent
number is its “40 complement”. i.e., 1 matches 40,
2 matches 39, 3 matches 38, and so on, up to 20
matching 21. Store canisters 1 through 20 (mother
bat scents) in one shoebox and canisters 21
through 40 (baby bat scents) in the other shoe box.
Create a master list for yourself to indicate which
scent corresponds to which canisters.

The Activity
Explain to the class that in this Scent Matching
Game, each student will be a bat (either a mother
or baby) and will receive a plastic film canister.
Each canister contains a cotton ball with a
particular scent. Students will have to remove the
lid to smell it. In case the smell is strong, suggest
to students that they first use their hand to waft
the smell toward their nose (demonstrate this). If
the smell proves to be faint, students can put their
noses over it and sniff!

20 Interactions

Tell the students that only one other person in
the class has the scent that matches theirs. Their
jobs are to find that match and then, when the
pairs are sure, they can put the lids on and bring
their canisters to the teacher to be verified. (The
canisters are numbered but only the teacher will
know the code for the matches.) Students should
be careful not to drop the lid and if they recognize
any smell, they should not call out its name!
To get the activity underway, select half the
students to be mother bats. Have these students
line up at one end of the classroom, auditorium,
or outside in the schoolyard. The other half of the
class will be baby bats, clinging to a wall, unable
to fly. Instruct these students to line up along the
wall at the opposite end of the classroom, gym or
school grounds. Quickly pass to each baby bat any
scent numbered 21 to 40. Pass them out in random
order. Quickly pass out the matching scents to the
mother bats (1 through 20), in random order. Each
mother can go to seek her baby as soon as she gets
her scent canister from you.
When a pair of students believes they have
found their match and come to you, check their
numbers. If they are correct, congratulate them,
collect back their canisters, and instruct them to sit
down. If they are incorrect, send the baby bat back
to the wall and send the mother bat back to keep
looking for her hungry baby.
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Wanted!
Lesson Plans
Classroom Activities
Feature Articles
Artwork/Photographs
(Students or Teachers)

Share your ideas and classroom
techniques with fellow teachers
Help provided to get your articles
print ready

Debrief

Once the class has completed the activity, have
the students identify which scent was matched first.
Discuss why this may have occurred. Have the
students share with the class what they experienced
– was it easy or difficult to find their scent match?
Why? How might this relate to animals in nature?
What other adaptations can we find in nature that
help animals to identify one another?
This is also a good opportunity to debunk common myths that students possess about bats and
discuss threats to bat survival, both in Ontario and
globally.

Safety Considerations

When selecting common household scents,
be aware of specific student allergies and choose
accordingly. Also be mindful of obstructions in the
playing area.

Resources

There are several variations of this activity available
online. For example:
www.ehow.com/list_6388636_educational-batgames-kids.html
For more information about Ontario bats, refer
to the Hinterland Who’s Who site at:
www.hww.ca/hww2.asp?id=63
Peter Attfield and Nicole Hamley are instructors at
the Lake St. George Field Centre, with the Toronto
and Region Conservation Authority

Issue dates:
October
December
February
April
June
Material needs to be submitted 2 months before
the publishing date for processing.

Submit your work or questions to
Mike Morris, Editorial Chair
mmorris”at”rogers.com

Bill Thompson, Editor
Bill.Thompson@OSEE.ca
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Once Before Time Was, Even Nothing Wasn’t
Jo Hayward-Haines
“The Earth awakens through the human
mind.” Thomas Berry
Once before time was, even nothing wasn’t.
Naturally, no one remembers – not a skittery
kitty, not a rascally rabbit, not a flittery sparrow, not
an ogling octopus, not a pharumping frog, not an
elegant elephant. No one was – so, of course, no
one remembers.
After what no one remembers or can hardly
even imagine came a flame that was all there was,
came a fire that was everywhere at once.
How big was that fire, you must be wondering? It was bigger than your house, of course.
Much, much bigger. Bigger than your whole town,
of course, much, much bigger. Bigger than your
province… much, much bigger. Bigger than your
country, bigger than your continent, bigger even
than the whole world, much much bigger. Bigger
than the sun? Yes, much bigger. And when you
look up in the sky and see it filled with billions and
billions of stars – bigger than that? Well, maybe.
What does that enormous fireball of light that
was everywhere suddenly all at once have to do
with us, you wonder? Well, bit by bit, like a supersize magic show, there appeared dancing and
charging about in the huge exploding, imploding,
blisteringly hot fireball of light, little speckles – like
bubbles – of what would become part of everything that ever could be. These bubbles boiled and
churned and whirled themselves into balls that got
bigger and bigger, going faster and faster. Burning
brighter and brighter, they lit up the huge darkness
of space like stars, the very stars we see in the sky
each night. And from these beautiful, fiery raging
fireballs of light we know as stars were born other
celestial beings, one of which you know very well.
You live on it and you love it very much. And the
name of that celestial being that you love is …
Earth! The skin on your knees, the hair on your
head, your bright, shiny eyes, how you laugh, how
you move – all that comes from the stars. They
were born, just like you. And the families they
belong to, called galaxies – they were born and
developed in strange and mysterious ways, too –
just like you.
True enough, you don’t look like your mother,
a planet. You have two feet at one end of you and
a round, ball-shaped thing – your head – at the
other end. And everything in between helps you
to keep that head of yours balanced like a flower
on the stem of your spine while you are running,
jumping, laughing, shouting and looking at spider’s
webs when the dew is on them. You can think of
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lots of other things that you can do in your life that
a star can’t do.
But what these stars and planets did – you
couldn’t do!! Long, long ago they swirled and
danced and spun around each other with a huge
amount of racket – exploding like gazillions of
firecrackers, making new stars and other things that
had never, ever been seen at all before.
How did they do that? How did the air we
breathe come to be? How did water happen? How
about stones – the ones you love to kick along the
sidewalk with a friend? And fire itself – even fire –
how did that fireball start if nothing was there to
catch on fire?
And you yourself, and your mom and dad,
your grandmas and grandpas, their moms and
dads, and theirs, and theirs – how did all of you
come to be?
That’s the mystery the story of the universe is
all about. Everything – the tiniest kitten, the littlest
bug on your arm, the worm in the garden, the
robin that listens for it, the dog that howls in the
night, the loon on the lake, the flower you picked
for your teacher, your favorite tree in the yard – all
of these, everything you can think of, everything
that IS – came from nothing. Came from absolutely
nothing at all.
Even now, still, little particles come into being
and go back into nothingness again. It’s kind of
like the breathing of the universe – in the hugeness
of space. And that is like you – because you, too,
have this hugeness of space in you. If we were to
take the space out of you, you’d be a million times
smaller than the smallest grain of sand.
When you watch the sun set in the west in the
evening, if you are lying on a hill and looking at
the horizon, you can see the Earth turn itself up
away from the Sun for some rest from that fireball.
The Earth spins on its own, twirling so that every
surface gets to feel the light. And it has another
move – it makes its way around the Sun while it’s
twirling, so it gets to see all sides of it. It takes a
day for Earth to do its twirl on its own axis, and a
year for the trip around the Sun. Earth loves the
Sun, because the Sun gives energy to Earth and
everything that’s on Earth. And the Earth on its
path around the Sun draws the Sun out towards
it. Other planets like Earth – Earth’s sisters and
brothers – spin a different path around the Sun,
some moving faster, some slower. Mercury, Earth,
Venus, Mars, Saturn, Jupiter, Uranus, Neptune and
Pluto are their names. This whole family of planets
around a star, our Sun, we call the Solar System.
They were flung off from the giant explosion when

Once Before Time Was, Even Nothing Wasn’t
everything started long, long ago. The Sun is very
energetic and powerful. The planets love the energy from the Sun, so they dance around it, using
the huge amount of space they’re in to move in
their orbits without falling.
Here’s a good question. Why is it that they
do that? And how does the Earth keep us, and
elephants and hippopotami, from sliding off the
edges of itself? Maybe it’s a little like this – you
know how when you put water in a bucket and
whirl around, the water in the bucket doesn’t fall
out. (Try it – maybe not in the middle of the living
room, though!) Centrifugal force. But that’s not the
whole story. What is? Maybe you’ll be the one to
find out.
Your whole being – feet, legs, body, head,
arms – is made up of little particles called atoms
that behave a lot like the solar system does. The
attraction that the Earth has for the Sun is like the
attraction in the atom, like what a particle called
an electron has for the center, the nucleus. Imagine
having millions of these little solar systems in your
body! Imagine being made up of millions of tiny
solar systems! You are, in the smallest part of yourself, moving just like the largest system you can see
– the solar system!
What holds you together holds the solar system
together, holds the Milky Way – our galaxy – together, holds the universe we know together.
We don’t know what to call it. Some scientists
call it Affinity. So we might call it Love.
Love is a funny thing. There are so many sides
to it. When you feel yourself perking up and taking an interest in something – that could be called
a part of Love. You wouldn’t love anything you
weren’t interested in. You might love cats – you
love to see how they eat, how they wash themselves, how they chase butterflies. You’re interested
in that. You want to know what the best food to
feed them is – so they’ll be strong. You love to
brush them so their fur shines. Maybe you love
horses or dogs – you love to play with them, and
you want them to love you, too, so you take them
out to ride or run with you. You probably have
friends that you love. Maybe you love to go exploring on your bikes. Maybe you love to swim, build
things, play baseball. Maybe you help your friends,
the way they help you. And when they are sad, if
you are a really good friend, you try to cheer them
up. You love your Mom and Dad, even though
they make you mad sometimes. You wonder about
them, how they fell in love and had you as their
child. You want them to be happy, too. You even
want your icky little brother or sister or cousin
to know you love them, you care about them. If
anyone teases or picks on them you get mad, really
mad. You love certain trees, which are favorites.
And I hope you love insects and snakes and other
reptiles of all kinds, even dinosaurs. You can think

about all the things on Earth you love, there just
isn’t space enough to list them all here.
If you could see how your love grows as you
do, it might look like how a star grows. Imagine a
huge cluster of hydrogen atoms dancing through
space – billions of kilometers of space. Each of
these trillions of little atoms attracts the others, like
you are attracted to what you love, and that makes
them move. A center forms when the hydrogen
atoms are clinging together. The energy they create
sparks off a huge amount of light from a new, fiery
star.
Would you like to know how you can actually
feel how much like a star you really are? Here’s
how you do it. If you’re at school, your teacher
might help you. But here’s the recipe to use whenever you feel like it.
Outside is best, but if your imagination is really
strong you can do this almost anywhere. You are
standing up, nice and relaxed. If you can be there,
you are in a field filled with grasses and flowers and
buzzing insects and sunshine. Otherwise, imagine
it. Stand with your eyes closed until you can hear
tip-toe silence under all the little noises. Wait, if
you can, just standing like a single blade of grass.
Then raise your arms shoulder height and imagine
they are stretching as far out sideways as you can
imagine, until you can’t go any further. Hang out
there for awhile, just listening. Then gently come
back to where you were being a blade of grass.
Now you are going to travel skyward, and to take
you there you will say to yourself “Stars…behind
stars…behind stars…behind stars …” and as you
do, see them, reflected in your mind from the night
sky you’ve seen. Maybe you can’t see the stars, but
you can feel the words taking you up to where they
are anyway. Go as far as you can – you will know
when to stop. Take a nice breath. Then say, “Me!”
and come hurtling down to where you were standing when we started all this.
Don’t you feel a little different now?
So you know. You don’t have to be in the
school play or win a singing contest or be on TV to
be a star. You are a star – and you always will be.
And if you remember to care for yourself, your
friends and the Earth we all live on, then you’ll be
acting like a star does, too.
And you’ll be living a wonderful life.
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Jo Hayward-Haines is an environmental educator
and artist, and has a radio program (Convergence)
with Trent Radio for the Kawartha World Issues
Centre, and sings for truth and justice with the
Raging Grannies.
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Teaching Outside: OSEE’s Summer Camp
Sherri Owen

This summer, OSEE presented a three day workshop on teaching outside at the OTF Summer
Camp series. Four board members, two special
guests and over forty-five teachers all got together
at Bark Lake to explore nature.
As one of those board members, I found
that taking a group of classroom teachers
on a hike through the woods is very much
like taking a group of students or campers
hiking. They wanted to know “What is the
name of that bird?”, “What is this plant?”,
“Can I eat it?”. It became clear that one of
the obstacles for classroom teachers to take
their students outside is a lack of confidence
in ‘knowing’ about the natural world. I have
a background in trees and we spent one
hike looking at the local species and each
Photo by Ellen Murray
one’s identifying characteristics. Several
field guides brought by different people were helpful when no one was able to identify an unusual
tree.
We also spent a session dip netting and studying water quality. The participants
were led through a basic field lab
testing water chemistry with Ellen Murray and identifying the huge diversity
of macro-invertebrates present in the
nearby wetland with me. Some teachers reached right in to ‘hypnotize’ frogs
and gently lift bugs from nets. Some
dipped more cautiously from the side
and brought me the bugs to pick out.
Giant Water Bug (Marshal
We
all
got a bit of a thrill when one person
Hedin, www.bio.sdsu.edu/
brought out a three inch long Giant Water
pub/spiders/Baja2004/
Baja2004.html)
Bug. That was the find of the day.
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I would like to take this opportunity to thank
Judy Halpern and Kathy Haras for presenting at
our workshop. Judy led us on a hike of discovery
linking story books and nature together. As always, she was very well received. Kathy discussed
the current attitude towards risk in our education
institutions and how to approach administrators
about field trips. It was a very helpful and practical
session that addressed one of the major barriers to
getting outside.
The workshop would not have been nearly
so rich without help from Holly Groome, Ellen
Murray and Linda Borland. OSEE has an amazingly talented board who put tremendous time
and effort into making the organization work. Two
participants were so impressed the signed up to be
members immediately!
As Holly highlighted in her presentation about
‘Nature Deficit Disorder’, children in our communities are kept very insulated from nature. This
distance can produce a lack of connection with the
very ecological systems that support life. Recent
research is showing that a connection with the
natural world is linked to many positive attributes
such as concentration, health and happiness. On a
larger scale, a well developed personal connection
with nature, may be the best way to influence our
population to live in a more sustainable way.
Sherri Owen is OSEE President
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Book Reviews
Sherri Owen
I have found that many classroom teachers are
intimidated by their lack of ‘knowing’ facts about
nature and as a result may be less willing to take
their students outside. These two books are an easy
and fun way to bone up on some nature facts.
The books focus on plants, animals and natural
phenomenon found in Ontario ‘cottage country’.
The inspiration for the books was to be a reference
for cottagers visiting the Canadian Shield to answer
common questions about common species. If you
are interested in rare, hard to find species, these
books will not help you, they are far from being
a complete encyclopedia. However, if you are looking for information on plants or animals that you
see often but cannot identify or just want more
details about a known species, these books are for
you. The language is accessible and readable by
some junior and most intermediate aged students.
The authors present choice bits of information in
compact articles and sidebar entries, the reader is
not overwhelmed by details.
These books are ideal for a teacher who wants
to take children outside, but who is intimidated by
not having a strong natural history background.
Teachers can use the book to get informed about
specific species before a trip, or to look up details
with students who have questions. As said by Canadian Geographic “[The authors] weave information into wonderfully readable and often humourous packages.”
“Up North” ($15.67 at amazon.ca)
Written by Doug Bennet and Tim Tiner.
Illustrations by Marta Lynne Scythes.
Published by McClelland & Stewart Inc.
ISBN: 0-7710-1115-6.
This is the first book of the series and started it all
off.
Sidebar entries on animals include size, appearance, food, home, breeding habits, Ontario population, predators and other details specific to the
animal. Plant sidebars include brief descriptions of
leaves, seeds, flowers, range and more. The articles
are typically two to three pages long and include an
accurate and attractive black and white drawing.
Some plants have a black and white photo. The
authors write simply and smoothly with excellent
descriptions. Unusual and interesting facts about
the species are highlighted.

The chapters on Day Sky, Night Sky and Mother Earth broaden the scope of these books well
beyond their peers. The Day Sky chapter includes
many entries about weather such as clouds, rain,
rainbows and thunder and lightning. Constellations
are the focus of the Night Sky chapter although
there are also entries on comets, the moon and
falling stars. The Mother Earth chapter focuses on
geology.
Up North Again ($15.97 at amazon.ca)
Written by Doug Bennet and Tim Tiner.
Illustrations by Marta Lynne Scythes.
Published by McClelland & Stewart Inc.
ISBN: 0-7710-1115-6.
If you couldn’t find something in Up North,
chances are it was included in the sequel, Up
North Again. The format is exactly the same. The
entries are as accurate and charming as ever. The
Heavens section is all constellations except for one
entry on eclipses. There is no day sky section. This
book drops the Mother Earth section, but includes
an almanac section describing the progression of
natural events through a year, and an Ontario species checklist.
The authors have a website,
UpNorthGuides.com that includes a blog and
information about the authors and illustrator. The
blog entries are a mixture of personal experiences
with nature and plugs for their books. Checking
blog entries by date can give you a peephole view
on what is happening in the woods at that time
of year. Blog entries are also indexed by topic.
Excerpts of the books are available at the website if
you want to check them out before purchasing.
The Complete Up North was published this
spring ($18.80 at amazon.ca). It is touted as “A
newly updated and expanded edition of the Up
North books...”.
Sherri Owen, Education Coordinator, Camp
Kawartha Environment Centre
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Teachers’ Funds Should Not Promote Private Water
Meera Karunananthan
When asked about their investments in private
Chilean water utilities, the Ontario Teachers’ Pension told the Canadian Press, Chile was a democratic country. Beside the fact that by that measure
most of the world’s environmentally hazardous
projects or developments that violate human rights
are open for OTPP investments, there is nothing
democratic about water privatization in Chile. The
gutting of public services during the Pinochet years
paved the way for privatization down the road.
In the late 1990s, subsequent governments carried this legacy forward at a time when there was
tremendous pressure from Inter-American Development Bank and the World Bank to privatize public
services as a loan condition. The decision to allow
corporations to sell vital water and sanitation services to communities for a profit had nothing to do
with what the people wanted. Mass protests were
held throughout the country against rate hikes that
left lower income households and poorer communities without access to water.
Despite strong public opposition, acccording to
Public Citizen in the U.S., the World Bank’s 20002006 lending plan required further privatization of
water services. Eventually, Chile went from almost
entirely publicly-run water services in 1998 to 97
per cent private services by 2008.

Meera Karunananthan hands out information at a recent PD session of the
Toronto District School Board
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In August 2007, the Ontario Teachers’ Pension
Plan bought stocks in the Chilean water utilities
ESSBIO, ANSM and ESVAL through its investment
unit, Inversiones Southwater. The OTPP actively
participates in the running of these private water
companies, with two representatives on each of the
boards. Since 2007, Southwater has added further
acquisitions and now controls 37 per cent of the
private water services market in Chile, making the
OTPP one of the biggest investors in private water
in the country. This investment is worth $1.1 billion.
Today, a coalition of Chilean civil society organizations are pushing for a constitutional amendment that would have public water and sanitation
services recognized as a human right. Canadian
teachers have a role to play in this campaign.
Earlier this year, Chilean labour groups appealed to
the OTPP to join them in developing a strategy to
transition from private to public. If the OTPP were
to cooperate, it would place additional pressure
on the Chilean government from an unexpected
source - something Chilean groups were counting on. Unfortunately, the OTPP and the Ontario
Teachers’ Federation which co-manages the Plan
with the Ontario government have not responded
to the request from Chilean groups.
On September 2, the Council of Canadians
took the campaign directly to teachers and support
staff. We set up an information station at the Toronto District School Board’s professional development day at the Air Canada Centre where 20,000
teachers were gathered, distributed leaflets and
collected signatures for our petition. In the coming
year, we will be looking for other opportunities to
inform OTPP members of the impact their pension
funds are having on communities in Chile.
If the OTPP insists on making revenues from
selling water and sanitation services in the Global
South, they should hear from members who feel
differently. It is time for the OTPP to ensure that the
funds of Ontario’s teachers and support staff are
managed wisely and ethically.
Members of the OTPP are urged to sign a
pledge calling on the OTPP to support public water
in Chile at: www.canadians.org/water/issues/OTPP/
pledge/index.php

Meera Karunananthan is the National Water
Campaigner for the Council of Canadians
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Interruptions
(Interruptions, Suite de la page 7)

compter la peur d’être dépassé par, ou absorbé par,
les dragons économiques en voie de développement de l’orient (la Chine et le Japon).
En tant qu’enseignant d’écologie, je m’inquiète
énormement que les suppositions enracinées dans
de telles convictions ne soient pas scrutinées sur
le plan moral et à partir de perspectives multiples.
On devrait réviser régulièrement les valeurs et les
hypothèses, surtout lorsqu’elles se basent sur les
avances en sciences, en technologie et en génie.
Nous devrions travailler dans une structure plus
étendue que le GDP. La possibilité d’agir d’une certaine façon ne veut pas dire qu’on doit agir ainsi.
A mon avis, l’initiative STEM est positive, mais
elle ne devrait pas avancer tout seul. Nos scientifiques et nos ingénieurs ont besoin de garder
la capacité de poser des questions difficiles et de
prendre des décisions difficiles.
Nous avons besoin de scientifiques qui
comprennent et qui s’intéressent à la condition
humaine et à la condition de la planète. Nous
avons besoin d’ingénieurs qui savent apprendre
de l’histoire. Nous avons besoin de chercheurs et
de techniciens qui voient au-delà de l’innovation
jusqu’aux conséquences de leurs créations.
J’ai déjà écrit dans les journaux à propos
l’importance des attentes éducatives dans le curriculum de sciences en Ontario, spécifiquement
en ce qui concerne les sciences, la technologie,
la societé et l’environnement (STSE). STSE relie
l’étude des sciences et de la technologie aux questions authentiques auxquelles on fait face dans la
vie quotidienne. L’initiative STSE en Ontario est
importante parce qu’elle encourage les étudiants
et les enseignants à ne pas oublier le lien entre
l’impact de la technologie et la capacité de la planète à soutenir la vie, déjà enrichie par l’humanité,
dans une abondance de bio-diversité.
STEM et STSE doivent chercher un terrain
d’entente parce que ces initiatives pourraient offrir
de grands aperçus et d’innovations. STEM offre
aux étudiants tout un monde de possibilités, tandis
que l’enseignement et l’apprentissage sortant du
STSE pourraient les garder responsables et reliés à
la terre.
Comme toujours, lorsque la poussière attérit
après ce dernier tourbillon de stratégies pédagogiques, c’est aux ensignants de balayer cette
poussière et de commencer les vraies tâches
d’apprentissage et d’enseignement. Bravo à vous
tous.
1. http://stem.stkate.edu/basics/national.php
2. CRS Report for Congress, March 2008
3. www.eschoolnews.com/2009/12/13/ignitingand-sustaining-stem-education-2/
4. www.eschoolnews.com/2010/07/01/keynotestem-should-include-arts-education/?ast=17

(Interruptions, Continued from page 6)

In my view the STEM initiative is positive, but it
should not stand alone.
Our scientists and engineers also need to be
able to ask tough questions and make tough decisions. We need scientists who understand and care
about the human condition and the planet’s condition. We need engineers who can take lessons from
history. We need researchers and technicians who
can see beyond the excitement of innovation to the
consequences of their creations.
I’ve written in previous columns about the
importance of STSE (science, technology, society,
environment) expectations in the Ontario Science
curriculum. STSE couples studies of science and
technology with authentic issues we face in our
societies and our environment. The STSE initiative
in Ontario is an important one as it encourages students and teachers to not lose sight of the relationship between acts of technology and engineering
and the planet’s ability to sustains life in bio-diverse
and socio-enriched abundance.
STEM and STSE need to find common ground
because both are important and together can offer
great insights and innovations. STEM offers students exciting possibilities while STSE teaching and
learning can keep them grounded and accountable.
And as always, as the dust from this latest flurry
of education stratagems settles, it falls on teachers
to brush off that dust and begin the actual tasks of
learning and teaching. Kudos to all of you.
1. http://stem.stkate.edu/basics/national.php
2. CRS Report for Congress, March 2008
3. www.eschoolnews.com/2009/12/13/ignitingand-sustaining-stem-education-2/
4. www.eschoolnews.com/2010/07/01/keynotestem-should-include-arts-education/?ast=17

EcoLinks 2011
OSEE’s Annual Conference
April 28 – 30, 2011
Seneca College, King Campus

Presenters Wanted
Share your ideas and classroom techniques
with fellow teachers
Focus is on integrating Environmental Education in all subjects
and grades.

Contact: Bill Thompson, Conference Coordinator
Bill.Thompson@OSEE.ca
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(Squirrely, Continued from page 4)

ful thinking on my part to think that that experience
will help them to bond more strongly with nature?
Keeping and raising a baby animal is illegal
and difficult. Best chances for that animal’s survival
will be achieved by a trained rehabilitator. I would
never suggest you keep a squirrel or any other
wild animal as a pet. But, how does the balance
of value come out in such cases as catching frogs
or turtles or even bugs? At the least, the individual
animal being caught is put through a stressful and
frightening event. At worst that animal may be
injured or killed. On the other hand, what is the
impact on the children that get to touch and feel
and see and be in awe of that squirming bit of
amazing life. Is it worth that one animal suffering
if, in the future, those children grow up to be adults
who care about nature, about habitat, about the
ecosystems around them?
I feel that nature experiences are hindered by
a ‘don’t touch, don’t pick, don’t interact’ attitude.
Children learn best when they are emotionally and
physically engaged. Treating nature like a museum
will result in a lessened impact and weaker bond.
When taking students out into the wild, I
encourage them to interact with the nature around
them. I do teach them to do so with care, respect
and gratitude. When picking, we never take from
just one plant, we take just a little bit from many

plants. We take only what we need and no more.
We show gratitude. When interacting with animals
we do so gently, we protect the animal from chemicals we may have on our hands. We limit the time
the animal is held and we say thank-you.
When I buried Squirrely, I thanked him for
making us happy and hoped that we would all be
inspired to care as much for the natural world in
general as we did for him as a specific example of
it. Of course, I will always wonder if I should have
just dropped everything and driven him out to that
distant rehabilitator.
If you would like more information about wildlife rehabilitation, look up the following:
• Ontario Wildlife Rehabilitation and Education
Network. www.owren-online.org
• Ontario SPCA Wildlife Rehabilitation Centre.
ontariospca.ca/4-wildlife-rehab.shtml
OWREN advises that any found baby wild animal
found should first be given a chance to be reunited
with its family. Place the animal in a shallow box
with a warm water bottle, near where you fond it
and retreat out of sight. Remember, nocturnal animals must be left out at night, daylight animals will
need to be brought in at night. If, after 24 hours
the animal has not been reclaimed by its family,
you should call a Wildlife Rehabilitator or your local Human Society. More detailed instructions are
available on the websites above.
Sherri Owen, Education Coordinator, Camp
Kawartha Environment Centre, and OSEE
President

The Magic Suitcase Inc.

A picture book distributor with a difference!
Featuring a selection of picture books and interactive kits.
• Quality science-related picture books and resources
• Professional evaluation of featured titles
• Direct links to curriculum units in science and math
• A collection that will travel to your school
• Competitive discounts offered!

www.magicsuitcase.ca
tel: 519-578-8849
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info@magicsuitcase.ca
fax: 519-578-0504

(Squirrely, Suite de la page 5)

Tout en gardant l’écureuil, nous avons eu
beaucoup de discussions au sujet de la valeur de
l’interférence avec la faune. Aurait-il mieux valu de
laisser l’écureuil mourir dans ma cour? Même avec
mon chat à l’intérieur, sa mort était inévitable; son
tortillement et soubresauts étaient réellement des
attaques dues à la déshydratation selon ma recherche sur Internet. Le fait que trois jeunes écureuils
ont été trouvés dans ma cour dans deux jours était
une forte indication que la mère était partie. Je
voulais l’amener au Centre de réhabilitation, bien
que c’était à contre-coeur. Si j’avais laissé faire la
nature, il serait mort de toute façon, mais tous ces
enfants auraient manqué une occasion rare d’avoir
une expérience tactile avec la faune. Est-ce un rêve
de ma part de penser que l’expérience les aidera à
s’attacher plus fortement avec la nature ?
Garder et élever un animal sauvage est illégal
et difficile. Les meilleures chances de survie d’un
tel animal seront réalisées aux mains d’une personne qualifiée. Je ne vous proposerais jamais de
garder un écureuil ou n’importe quel autre animal
sauvage comme animal domestique. Mais, quelles
sont nos valeurs quand on attrape des grenouilles,
des tortues ou même insectes? De plus, l’animal
qu’on a attrapé passe un moment stressant et
effrayant. Encore pire, cet animal peut être blessé
ou tué. D’une part, quel est l’impact sur les enfants qui touchent, sentent et voient et deviennent
émerveillés par cette vie étonnante. Est-ce que ça
vaut la peine qu’un animal souffre si, à l’avenir, ces
enfants grandissent pour devenir des adultes qui se
soucie de la nature, des l’habitats, et des écosystèmes autour d’eux ?
Je pense que les expériences reliées à la nature
sont affectées par l’attitude `ne touchez pas, ne
ramassez pas, n’interagissez pas avec elle’. Les
enfants apprennent mieux quand ils sont impliqués émotionnellement et physiquement. Traiter la
nature comme un musée, en diminuera l’impact et
ils formeront un lien plus faible.
Quand j’amène des étudiants dans la nature,
je les encourage à interagir avec ce qui est autour d’eux. Je leur enseigne de le faire avec soin,
respect et gratitude. En ramassant des plantes, on
ne prend jamais d’une seule plante; on prend juste
un peu de plusieurs plantes. On prend seulement
ce dont on a besoin et pas plus. On montre de la
gratitude. En interagissant avec les animaux, on le
fait doucement. On protège l’animal des produits
chimiques qui sont sur nos mains. On limite le
temps où l’animal est captif et on dit merci.
Quand j’ai enterré Squirrely, je l’ai remercié
de nous avoir rendu heureux et espérés que nous
serions tout inspirés de s’occuper de la nature en
général comme nous l’avons fait pour lui, en étant
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un exemple spécifique. Naturellement, je me demanderai toujours si j’aurais du juste laisser tout
tomber et le conduire au centre de réhabilitation
éloigné…
Si vous voulez plus de renseignement à propos des centres de réhabilitation, cherchez:
• Ontario Wildlife Rehabilitation and Education Network. www.owren-online.org
• Ontario SPCA Wildlife Rehabilitation Centre.
ontariospca.ca/4wildliferehab.hstml
OWREN conseille qu’un jeune animal sauvage trouvé devrait d’abord avoir la chance de
regagner sa famille. Placez l’animal dans une
boîte peu profonde avec une bouteille d’eau
chaude, près d’où vous l’avez trouvé et restez
hors de vue. Rappelez-vous que les animaux
nocturnes doivent être dehors la nuit, et que les
animaux diurne doivent être à l’intérieur la nuit.
Si, après 24 heures, l’animal n’a pas été repris
par sa famille, vous devriez appeler un centre de
réhabilitation ou votre société de la faune locale.
Des instructions plus complètes sont disponibles
sur les sites Web ci-dessus
Sherri Owen, coordonnatrice de l’éducation,
Centre Environnement Camp Kawartha et est
présidente de l’OSEE
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Meanders
Can Science Now Determine Who Your
Parents Really Are?
Mike Morris
I have a DVD movie on my desk. The tag line on
the title of this DVD is that “You can’t pick your
parents.” The premise of this movie is that the
tightly wound young man goes looking for his biological parents and is surprisingly embarrassed by
the weird and wacky couple who claim to be them.
The idea of courts and children “picking”
parents is not new. New advances in DNA technology have been used to determine genetic paternity
in courts. The DNA of an individual is almost
exactly the same in each and every somatic (non
reproductive) cell. Sexual reproduction brings the
DNA of both parents together randomly to create
a unique combination of genetic material in a new
cell, so the genetic material of an individual is derived from the genetic material of both their parents
in roughly equal amounts. This genetic material is
known as the nuclear genome of the individual,
because it is found in the nucleus. Comparing the
DNA sequence of an individual to that of another
individual can show if one of them was derived
from the other or not
Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) testing is the
most accurate and widely available technology to
test a biological relationship. The preferred specimen collection technique for DNA testing is by
buccal (cheek or mouth cavity) swab. When buccal
swabs are taken, cells are collected from the inside
cheek or mouth using a long cotton swab. While
there are different types of DNA tests, buccal swabs
are used rather than blood samples because they
are easier to collect, non-invasive, painless, and
easier to ship. The DNA extracted from the cells of
the mouth is as good as blood DNA for paternity
testing.
DNA testing is currently the most advanced and
accurate technology to determine parentage. In a
DNA parentage test, the probability of parentage
is 0% when the alleged parent is not biologically
related to the child and the probability of paternity
typically greater than 99.9% when the alleged parent is biologically related to the child.
The DNA parentage test that follows strict
chain of custody can generate legally admissible
results that are used for child support, inheritance,
social welfare benefits, immigration, or adoption
purposes. To satisfy the chain-of-custody legal
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requirements, all tested parties have to be properly
identified and their specimens collected by a third
party professional who is not related to any of the
tested parties and has no interest in the outcome
of the test. In the United States, laws that determine paternity can vary by state and may differ
depending on whether parents are married to each
other or not. Because paternity plays a key role in
deciding on child support obligations, it’s important
to understand the factors courts consider when
determining paternity.
Sample collection is simple and inoffensive.
Samples from small children and even babies can
be safely collected without professional assistance.
The sample is easily shipped to a laboratory.
Costs of DNA testing are going down as technology improves. A DNA test for paternity analysis
costs around US $200. If you require the test to be
admissible in court, which is often required in cases
of child support or disputed paternity, the costs go
up, to $500 or $600. This additional cost is associated with the need to demonstrate a chain of custody for all of the samples tested. Before selecting a
laboratory for testing there are a number of things
one should consider, the most important being the
quality of testing provided. A company in Canada
charges for paternity tests based on the number
of loci (regions of DNA) that the customer wants,
from 16 to 23 loci.
As DNA technology continues to improve, children may not be able to “pick your parents”, but
they will be able to determine whether their family
relationships are indeed the ones they’ve thought
they had.
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EcoLinks 2011
Integration  in  All  Subjects  and  Grades
62nd Annual Conference

Information & Registration – Delegates

The Ontario Society for
Environmental Education
www.osee.ca

Environmental Education Conference for K-12 Teachers and other Educators
 April 28, 29, 30 2011 – Seneca College, King City Campus
 3 days of workshops/presenters designed to help teach
Environmental Education in all subjects and grades

The Ontario Society for Environmental Education
(OSEE)
is the subject association for
Environmental Education.

 Focus will be on helping elementary and secondary
teachers to integrate Environmental Education in every subject in every grade.
 Emphasis on helping classroom teachers with lesson
ready material.
 Keynote Speakers will inspire and inform.
 Session Speakers will help you in your
classroom teaching in all subjects and grades with
activities and strategies.
 French “Mini Conference” session choices
 Draws for great prizes, camping equipment, hotel
stays, educational supplies.

 Location – Garriock Hall, Seneca College, King Campus
(near King City, north of Toronto, east of #400)
 Meals – Lunch, dinner, and breaks are included. A
light breakfast will be at registration.

Send to:

 Social Wednesday evening (April 27) for travellers.

 Accommodation – Residence rooms are available next
door for $69.95, single or double occupancy in two
bedroom suites. Bookings are separate from the
conference on an individual basis at: 905-833-1650,
seneca.king@stayrcc.com.

OSEE Conference Registration

Fill out and mail with cheque, payable to OSEE, to:
Bill Thompson, OSEE Conference Coordinator
54 Blackfoot Place, Woodstock, ON

Full Conference (3 days):

$275 Early – $320 Regular

Two Days: Friday & Saturday

$210 Early – $235 Regular

Two Days: Thursday & Friday
One Day: Thursday or Friday
One Day: Saturday
Students: Full:

$250 Early – $280 Regular
$150 Early – $170 Regular
$80 Early – $90 Regular

$125 ($50/day) (Volunteers possible)

Name:
Title:
School:
Board:
Address:

Phone:
*Email:

(*Required for receipt and all correspondence)

Program and teacher registration will be on OSEE’s web
site as conference plans develop:

Dietary restrictions:

Contact Conference Chair, Bill Thompson at:
bill.thompson@osee.ca,
519-539-8413, cell - 519-536-6505

Attending Dinner: Thursday: Yes/No

www.osee.ca

N4T 1E6

Choice of Days (Circle one price option – Early deadline is April 3)

Friday: Yes/No
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The mission of OSEE is to support and inspire educators
teaching environmental education in Ontario
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